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These are your committee members for 2016-17
The opinions expressed in MA7C news letter do not reflect the opinions of the
Midlands Austin 7 Club.

January Club night is the “Alternative Bring and Buy”
It relies on YOU to participate. Please see advert later in
the news letter.

A very Happy and Austin filled New Year to all our readers. Many of you will have been
avoiding the garage and the multitude of tasks that await therein, because the mercury in
the thermometer has withdrawn into its bulb.
Our thanks to Elaine Devey, who explained very clearly to the Old Sils (Catering dept)
just how disappointed the members were by the Christmas party meal and by the server in
2015. They did take the comments to heart and for the 2016 party the plates and food were
hot and not dried out, the mince pies were great and there was sufficient cream. And finally
the server/waitress was helpful, obliging and smiled!
BUT when MA7C members arrived,
the smaller conference room had two table laid up for a meal. Sheila duly set up her stall on
one of the tables in the larger room that we usually use. When we were called to the buffet
in the smaller room, we were told we were eating in the larger room so Sheila had to quickly
relocate her wares. In addition we had to leave by the old entrance because the smaller
room was now occupied. How they run as a conference centre, Heaven only knows.
So...., we need to find a new location for our Christmas Party 2017. Yes, it is 11 months
away, but we need to book early and we need to have a look at YOUR suggestions. So
please let us have them. We need seating for about 30/40 persons. Hopefully we may be
able to persuade Elaine to reconsider managing this again, because she was, quite rightly,
very upset by the way some members spoke to her as though she was responsible for the
debacle in 2015. So, I repeat, restaurant /pub/hotel suggestions please.
Insurance........ I draw your attention to the Heritage Insurance website. Go to
'Newsroom' > 'News and Articles' > 'What's the Difference? Comprehensive and Amended
Directives' and also 'Will SORN vehicles require insurance?' There is an opportunity 'to
have your say' on a Government survey which closes in March 2017.
Do you have a favourite Fete, Fair or Auto event that could do with a greater representation
of Austin 7s. Tell us about it, dates and contact details etc. so we can add it to our calendar
of events. We also need a volunteer to run an event to replace Stanford Hall in late
September or early October. Please speak to one of the committee. One to add to your
diary, the Cotswold Run will be on Sunday, 23rd April, starting, as usual, at the Kennels and
finishing at the Ranch. Not sure yet where we will be going for the middle bit!
That's all for now. Happy Austineering.

Brem

From the Eds point of view.
Lovely to see that my usual contributors have arrived at 2017
safely. Perhaps a few more of you might like to send me
something this year?
With reference to the front cover ,how many of you recognised the
Stanford hall Rally in the 80s? I think the maximum turnout we had
at that time was 70 cars. Now we say Goodbye to the rally that has
been going since 1964 ish. I know it was my “baby” for over 20 years
but all good things come to an end, and we are not able to return to
our September slot at Stanford. Whether that would have made a
difference to numbers we will never know. So here I look back to
the “good old” days.
Prize winners at Stanford
Hall.

Stanford at its
best

best, sun and
socialising.

The inevitable huddle
around someone`s
engine

engine.

Lady Braye and her
husband view the cars
before presenting the
Prizes.

Lois Crowe and her
prizewinni

prize winning van .
Lois and her husband

Arnold

Arnold always supported
Stanford hall.

A thought from ED in reply to the Chair chat, do we need another rally or a
replacement for Stanford Hall? Let us know what YOU think.

Robin Boyce was also thinking about former events at Stanford Hall.
( Great minds.... eh Robin!)
The first is Stanford Hall, 1960s, in the area behind the Hall. How
colourful our cars were in those days! Can only identify Bernard Crook's
red Nippy. Nice chap, long gone to the great Museum in the sky. (might
have sent this photo before)
Next, not sure where, but think it show's our chairman's 'hot' Box saloon
in the centre, possibly his '25 Chummy beyond, and Mike Tebbett's 1930
Mulliner this side.

Out and about with John and Angela
Whittlebury Country Fair September 4th 2016

We set up our vehicles ready for display

A caravan drawn by a Scammel

The army was represented

A lone motorbike

A line up of cars of all types

Pony rides for the children
John was surprised and delighted as he won the prize for the Best in Show as voted for by the
public. The prize was a bottle of wine, a book and £50 off next year’s insurance. Brilliant!

Milton Keynes Museum Forties Day

Many re-enactors get dressed up for the day.

The Civil Defence make the building safe

There was a Spitfire and you could sit in it for the princely sum of £10. The engine was
started up at intervals throughout the day. It was thrilling to hear it roar.

A Maigret style Citroen arriving
Mr
Churchill was patronising the stall

Stoke Bruerne Forties weekend

The Germans had invaded Stoke Bruerne
this year and the decision to include them
was not universally popular.

A Vauxhall and an Austin Seven

A line up of vehicles

Nick from Countdown was very interested
in the van as he has an Austin Seven Opal.
John in his joiner’s apron and Warden’s helmet

The Spitfire did several fly pasts
Transport Day at Milton Keynes Museum

The army on manoeuvres

There were more heavy vehicles this year

A great variety of vehicles

A traction engine

Angie collecting for the Air Ambulance

Two CV’s one modified into C5 OAPBOX

Scooter club

A Red Bull racing car was displayed in the
Transport Hall

The Alternative Bring and Buy
Club night

January 25th

Bring your unwanted Christmas presents or
items you need to start your de-cluttering and
our expert team will sell them for club funds.

“One man`s junk is another man`s treasure”

Bring your cash and
buy your treasure!
Come along, bring some
items, buy some items,
make some money
for the club and have a
good time!
We need you to make this
evening a success.

LOOKING BACK TO THE NEC 2016.

The MA7C stand. This very nice
communications mobile looked just
right.

PRE WAR stand. 1924
pram hood chummy.
Scooped scuttle, raked
screen, square doors, bell
lamps, so much more,
everything in tip top
condition.

HUE. Series 1 Land Rover, the earliest
known. Included a number of times in
my articles,which I think deserving.

The little and large show. Endurance
a 1903 road locomotive last seen at
Dorset, and an Austin seven Ulster
type, both looking splendid

Beautifully presented this
1920's Rolls Royce convertible
on the RR stand was the one
of choice for me. In Cars for
Sale elsewhere in the hall
asking prices were jaw
dropping.

To be found on the Healy stand
you could purchase this dispenser
for a mere £2500?. A good
centre piece for the lounge,
possibly.

Veteran car club in hall five displayed
stunning vehicles, as you might expect.
This Sunbeam, driven to the show
exhibited proof of regular campaigning.

Another vehicle proudly exhibiting it's
mechanicals. Exposed valve gear
demonstrating it's 1909 Edwardian status.

Rikk Harrison.

This is how it comes together. By Jon Anderson
Thursday bright and, not too, early the band of 8 stand setter uppers and 4 owners and their
cars arrived at the NEC. Familiar faces having a conference around Arthur's Van

deciding on a course of action.
First unload the boards and frames from the van.

We have a plan …

…
but it doesn't really help as it
is based on last year's location - we are now located under the Fire sign with pillars in
different places - handy to navigate your way back though. Erection commences with some
head scratching.

The backdrop to the stand comprises
two world maps. So erecting the
boards started with a blank board
then the world with America
as the firs

America to the left.

In recognition of recent events we decide to move
America to the left

Now to the not very discerning eye the four
world boards look the same until you slide
them into place and then you find the joins
are different typically Bangladesh is wholly
one board in one set and split on another. Aaaaargh.

See if you can spot the difference

By now there was an element of desperation - fortunately one lowly stand helper (even
allowed to cut he carpet!) had a photograph of last year's stand and had the temerity to
suggest that it may be a good idea if the boards were numbered. And that carpet a very
colourful red but not that which was ordered and failed to appear.
So our technical stand erector ian Devey (as I recall) aided by those whose job it was to find
the right piece of aluminium screwed or cursed the sections into place.
Similarly; others located the right boards (see earlier notwithstanding the effort the boards do
make a good backdrop and show where the cousins of our dear little car were made.

A late Arrival - you need a bright yellow jacket sir says the security guard (who became more
friendly as the show progressed). Where are they. Oh in Arthur's van that is just
disappearing round the corner hmmmmm.
So the stand is then dressed with a novel
coffee table which feel sure the reader can identify
the origins;

A RAF Radio car

- being one of three military wireless car survivors. The other two survivors being army cars
with one of them being on the Pre War Stand pity they were separated which would have
enabled a survival rate of 66% to be noted.
So what adventures of dearing do do we know about? Umm it is a 1932 car too young for
WW1 and too old for WW2 so it is thought that it never saw serious action. It was
resurrected from a wreck in 3 months by Steve Hodgson for Goodwood Revival. To keep it
company we had a 1932 Bodied tourer, Arthurs ARP van used at 1949 Revival meetings
and a TT bodied car called Harlequin.

We have a little more information on
Harlequin it made 5 appearances in the
1930's and in recognition of Gunner
Poppe

(Austin's Sales Director) it was painted in his distinctive colours. TT cars ran with
supercharged engines.
The show itself? There appear to be fewer cars of our generation and more of the 70’s and
80’s which are of course now 40 years old. Navigation is always a problem so I saved the
layout and my i-pad and this proved a useful navigation tool enabling me to focus on my
interest.
(Sorry Jon I don`t seem to have a photo10 or 12?

ED)

Dates for your diary
Club Calendar 2017
Wed 25 Jan 17: Alternative Bring 'n Buy













Wed 22 Feb 17: Film or Talk
Wed 29 Mar 17: Bring 'n Buy
Sun 23 Apr 17: Drive it Day (TBC) and Cotswold Rally
Wed 26 Apr 17: Noggin 'n Natter
April 23rd Cotswold Run
Wed 31 May 17: Bring an Interesting Item Evening
Wed 28 Jun 17: Evening Rally? Location tbd
Wed 26 Jul 17: Evening Rally (Meal at The Bull at Wawen)
Wed 30 Aug 17: Noggin 'n Natter
Wed 27 Sep 17: AGM
Sun 22 Oct 17: Autumn Leaves (tbc)
Wed 25 Oct 17: Bring 'n Buy
 Wed 29 Nov 17: Talk?
 December 13th Christmas Meal
********************************************************************************************************

Chassis Register Spreadsheets - HELP
As your Registrar, I am pleased to learn that the on line Chassis Register is proving a
popular part of the Association website. As I have written before I am anxious to improve
the consistency of the data and to make my own task more efficient.
At present the website has downloadable Excel spreadsheets for the various Austin 7 and
derived marques, in various collations. In all I have been filtering and sorting the master
spreadsheet to produce 23 variations each month. On average this task takes around an
hour and a half each month – three quarters of a day per year which adds nothing to the
data and may not be necessary.
I would very much like to know how useful you find the various downloadable spreadsheets.
Which do you use, what you do with them and how you do it? This may enable me suggest
the variations are reduced and adjust the format to better suit your purpose, and make life
easier at this end, or maybe suggest to our Webmaster how the online query facility might be
improved.
Please get in touch to let me know your views.
Roger Brown
registrar@a7ca.org

From the Secretary`s Inbox.
Will the motor insurance review mean that SORN vehicles need
insurance?
Currently if you aren’t using your vehicle on a road or in a public area you can
make a Statuary Off Road Notification (SORN) declaration. This would mean that
you’re exempt from paying Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) and having motor
insurance. With the upcoming Motor Insurance Review we could see this
changing, so will SORN vehicles need insurance?
After a recent EU ruling known as the ‘Vnuk Judgement’ the UK Government is
reviewing the current motor insurance laws. The main aim is to make it easier for
victims of a motor accident on private land to claim compensation.
Currently we’re all required to have at least third party insurance on a motor
vehicle which we intend to use on roads or in public areas. This could be set
to change, and we could potentially see a wider range of motor vehicles needing
insurance, in a wider range of circumstances.
The Review
There are two main options being considered by the Government, the
Comprehensive option and the Amended Directive option. Depending on which
one is chosen will determine whether SORN vehicles need insurance.

Comprehensive Option
The Comprehensive option suggests that all motor vehicles being used for their
intended purpose require at least third party cover. This option doesn’t stipulate
where the vehicle is being used. So even if you’re just using your vehicle on
private land, you’ll still need insurance. This would mean all SORN vehicles need
insurance.
The UK Government do feel that the Comprehensive option is a bit extreme
as there are many vehicles that are declared SORN and aren’t actually used at all,
but simply stored and kept off the road. It is most likely that vehicles not intended
for use will not require third party insurance.

Amended Directive Option

The Amended Directive Option will require third party insurance for motor
vehicles being used on private land with public access. This option is unlikely to
affect SORN vehicles. This is also the option which the UK Government is leaning
towards.
Brexit: A recent EU ruling sparked the motor insurance review, as the EU are
changing the Motor Insurance Directive (MID). The MID outlines motor insurance
guidelines which member states must comply with and work into their own
domestic laws. Despite the UK public voting to leave the EU in 2016, we are still a
member state so our motor insurance laws still need to comply with the MID.
The EU is likely to go with the Comprehensive option, so whilst the UK is part of
the EU we’ll need to comply with the changes. This could be a temporary solution
as the UK Government is in favour of the Amended Directive option. So once we
have left the EU the UK Government will likely revert to the Amended Directive
option.
Impact: Should the law change and all SORN vehicles require insure in
future, we see three main issues which need to be taken into account:
1. Cost – Will the potential cost to members of the public outweigh the
benefits to potential victims? There aren’t currently any statistics showing
the risk SORN vehicles pose or the cost of claims from incidents so we’re
insure what the cost to insure SORN vehicles will be. Either way individuals
and businesses will need to account for the additional insurance cost in
future.
2. Enforcement – The UK Government will need to decide on the penalties and
how they will be enforced should their be cases of insurance fraud for
SORN vehicles. Should the penalty for an uninsured SORN vehicle be the
same as for a vehicle being used on a public highway? We may also see an
increase in insurance fraud because of the additional costs owners have to
budget for.
3. Road Worthiness – As the SORN vehicles have third party cover, will they
be insured for use on the road? Currently vehicles declared as SORN are
MOT exempt. If SORN vehicles require third party cover, will they need to
pass an MOT or a road worthiness test?
Have your say!
The Government have opened a survey to the public regarding the Motor Insurance
Review. You’ve got until March 2017 to complete the online survey.
(From Heritage Motor Insurance see their website)

Bicester Heritage Sunday Brunch October 2nd

An Austin 7 Saloon
We set up in the MT square

There were cars everywhere

Cars lined every road

A pair of bay window VW’s

No info so what is it?

There a few motorbikes

The organ played all day

Daytona Go-Cart track Milton Keynes

Morris Minor Owner’s Club celebrated their 40th anniversary by sending a Morris Minor
from John O’Groats to Lands end to collect for Marie Curie. At events throughout the
summer with Angie’s model railway we had collected £546 towards the Buckingham club
donation. We went to Daytona Go-Cart Track to present the cheque.

The model railway in the boot of Angie’s Morris Minor and the committee and Angie with
the car and the large cheque which was drawn by John.

We were allowed to go round the
track but only at a sedate pace
The club members worked hard to raise money by having raffles, cake sales and
competitions. The total the Buckingham Morris Minor Owner’s Club raised was £1
From Angela and JohnA

New year's day 2017.
Vagrancies of the British weather could not dampen the spirit of the souls
gathered on Morrison's car park for the annual event. Persistent rain
throughout the day being completely opposite to that experienced on the days
either side of the occasion. I believe thirty cars were on parade twenty of
which were club eligible, Stuart Gibbins bringing along his 1940 BSA in defiance
of the conditions. Pete Stevenson is mentioned in dispatches by virtue of the
fact that not only was his chummy a pleasant addition to the proceedings he
also managed to trip a speed advisory sign.
The twenty miles to Brinklow were not the most pleasant driving conditions.
Arriving just before 12 o'clock the Bulls head was very welcoming and soon
echoing to the sound of eager diners. Others joining us were our famed Morris
minor and Ford families from Rugby.
The staff were welcoming and by and large coped with the large numbers.
Others that enjoyed the day, save the weather, were TSSC members from
Coventry area.
Meal over, future dates cemented, a steady meander home through standing
water our Herald proved water tight and relatively cosy.
As seems a more regular occurrence on these occasions my camera remained
in the warmth, keeping the hall table company, just in case they became
lonely. Hopefully others can supply photographic evidence.
Gordon and Val deserve a big thank you for organising yet another club event,
which, if numbers are anything to go by remains ever popular and well
supported.
Rikk Harrison.......
Thanks Rikk for the very interesting article on the disabled conversion.
I hope to get it in the next issue ,its the charts that are giving me grief!

Stop Press.

There are 3 places available for the

EUROTOUR 2017 to Austria June 3rd to June 19th
in conjunction with the 750 MC and Scenic & Continental Car Tours Please
contact kieran.line@sceniccartours.com
or telephone 01732 879153 if you want more details.

An Offer To Members

Club Night Jan 25th Alternative Bring and Buy to
raise money for club funds. Please support your
club.
Many thanks for the articles I still have to print, keep them
coming. Any shots of the Christmas meal?

Chassis Register Spreadsheets - HELP
As your Registrar,le

